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Abstract

We present a decremental data structure for maintaining the SPQR-tree of a planar graph subject to edge contractions and deletions. The update time, amortized over $\Omega(n)$ operations, is $O(\log^2 n)$. Via SPQR-trees, we give a decremental data structure for maintaining 3-vertex connectivity in planar graphs. It answers queries in $O(1)$ time and processes edge deletions and contractions in $O(\log^2 n)$ amortized time. The previous best supported deletions and insertions in $O(\sqrt{n})$ time.
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1 Introduction

A graph algorithm is called dynamic if it is able to answer queries about a given property while the graph is undergoing a sequence of updates, such as edge insertions and deletions. It is incremental if it handles only insertions, decremental if it handles only deletions, and fully dynamic if it handles both insertions and deletions. In designing dynamic graph algorithms, one is typically interested in achieving fast query times (either constant or polylogarithmic), while minimizing the update times. The ultimate goal is to perform fast both queries and updates, i.e., to have both query and update times either constant or polylogarithmic. So far, the quest for obtaining polylogarithmic time algorithms has been successful only in few cases. Indeed, efficient dynamic algorithms with polylogarithmic time per update are known only for few problems, such as dynamic connectivity, 2-connectivity, minimum spanning tree and maximal matchings in undirected graphs (see, e.g., [6, 24, 25, 29, 37, 52, 54, 56]). On the other hand, some dynamic problems appear to be inherently harder. For example, the fastest known algorithms for basic dynamic problems, such as reachability, transitive closure, and dynamic shortest paths, have updates that run in only polynomial time (see, e.g., [9, 10, 11, 39, 49, 51, 55]).

A similar situation holds for planar graphs where dynamic problems have been studied extensively, see e.g. [3, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 26, 34, 42, 43, 44, 45, 53]. Despite this long-time effort, the best algorithms known for some basic problems on planar graphs, such as dynamic shortest paths and dynamic planarity testing, still have polynomial update time bounds. For instance, for fully dynamic shortest paths on planar graphs the best known bound per operation is $\tilde{O}(n^{2/3})$ amortized [19, 34, 36, 40] (using $\tilde{O}$-notation to hide polylogarithmic factors), while for fully dynamic planarity testing the best known bound per operation is $O(\sqrt{n})$ amortized [16].

In the last years, this exponential gap between polynomial and polylogarithmic bounds has sparked some new exciting research. On one hand, it was shown that there are dynamic graph problems, including fully dynamic shortest paths, fully dynamic single-source reachability and fully dynamic strong connectivity, for which it may be difficult to achieve subpolynomial update bounds. This started with the pioneering work by Abboud and Vassilevska-Williams [2], who proved conditional lower bounds based on popular conjectures. Very recently, Abboud and Dahlgaard [1] proved polynomial lower bounds for the update time for dynamic shortest paths also on planar graphs, again based on popular conjectures.

On the other hand, the question of improving the update bounds from polynomial to polylogarithmic, has, for several other dynamic graph problems, received much attention in the last years. For instance, there was a very recent improvement from polynomial to polylogarithmic bounds for decremental single-source reachability (and strongly connected components) on planar graphs: more precisely, the improvement was from $O(\sqrt{n})$ amortized [42] to $O(\log^2 n \log \log n)$ amortized [33] (both amortizations are over sequences of $\Omega(n)$ updates). Other problems that received a lot of attention are fully dynamic connectivity and minimum spanning tree in general graphs. Up to very recently, the best worst-case bound for both problems was $O(\sqrt{n})$ per update [15]; since then, much effort has been devoted towards improving this bound (see e.g., [37, 38, 47, 48, 57]).

In this paper, we follow the ambitious goal of achieving polylogarithmic update bounds for dynamic graph problems. In particular, we show how to improve the update times from polynomial to polylogarithmic for another important problem on planar graphs: decremental 3-vertex connectivity. Given a graph $G = (V, E)$ and two vertices $x, y \in V$ we say that $x$ and
y are 2-vertex connected (or, as we say in the following, \textit{biconnected}) if there are at least two vertex-disjoint paths between x and y in G. We say that x and y are 3-vertex connected (or, as we say in the following, \textit{triconnected}) if there are at least three vertex-disjoint paths between x and y in G. The decremental planar triconnectivity problem consists of maintaining a planar graph G subject to an arbitrary sequence of edge deletions, edge contractions, and query operations which test whether two arbitrary input vertices are triconnected. We remark that decremental triconnectivity on planar graphs is of particular importance. Apart from being a fundamental graph property, a triconnected planar graph has only one planar embedding, a property which is heavily used in graph drawing, planarity testing and testing for isomorphism [31, 32, 35]. Furthermore, our extended repertoire of operations, which includes edge contractions, contains all operations needed to obtain a graph minor, which is another important notion for planar graphs.

While polylogarithmic update bounds for decremental 2-edge and 3-edge connectivity, and for decremental biconnectivity on planar graphs have been known for more than two decades [20], decremental triconnectivity on planar graphs presents some special challenges. Indeed, while connectivity cuts for 2-edge and 3-edge connectivity, and for biconnectivity have simple counterparts in the dual graph or in the vertex-face graph (see Section 2 for a formal definition of vertex-face graph), triconnectivity cuts (separation pairs, i.e., pairs of vertices whose removal disconnects the graph) have a much more complicated structure in planar graphs. Roughly speaking, maintaining 2-edge and 3-edge connectivity cuts in a planar graph under edge deletions corresponds to maintaining respectively self-loops and cycles of length 2 (pairs of parallel edges) in the dual graph under edge contractions. Similarly, maintaining biconnectivity and triconnectivity cuts in a planar graph under edge deletions corresponds to maintaining, respectively, cycles of length 2 and cycles of length 4 in the vertex-face graph. While detecting cycles of length 2 boils down to finding duplicates in the multiset of all edges, detecting cycles of length 4 under edge contractions is far more complex. We believe that this is the reason why designing a fast solution for decremental triconnectivity on planar graphs has been an elusive goal, and the best bound known of \(O(\sqrt{n})\) per update [17] has been standing for over two decades.

Our results and techniques. Our main result is given in the following theorem.

\textbf{Theorem 1.} There is a data structure that can be initialized on a planar graph G on \(n\) vertices and \(O(n)\) edges in \(O(n \log n)\) time, and support any sequence of \(\Omega(n)\) edge deletions or contractions in total time \(O(n \log^2 n)\), while supporting queries to pairwise triconnectivity in worst-case constant time per query.

This is an exponential speed-up over the previous \(O(\sqrt{n})\) long-standing bound [17]. To obtain our bounds, we also need to solve decremental biconnectivity on planar graphs in constant time per query and \(O(\log^2 n)\) amortized time per edge deletion or contraction. A better \(O(\log n)\) amortized bound can be obtained if no contractions are allowed [26]. In the description we assume that the graph is embedded in the plane (a so-called \textit{plane graph}). However, the data structure may handle an arbitrary planar (non-embedded) graph by first embedding the initial graph in the plane in linear time. This choice of initial embedding has no effect on either the queries, or on which edge deletions or contractions are possible.

Our results are obtained using two new tools, which may be of independent interest. The first tool is an algorithm for efficiently detecting and reporting cycles of length 4 as they arise in a dynamic plane graph subject to edge contractions and insertions. The algorithm works for a graph with bounded face-degree, i.e, where each face is delimited by at most some
constant number of edges. Specifically, given a plane graph with bounded face-degree subject to edge-contractions and edge-insertions across a face, we can maintain the set of edges lying on cycles of length at most 4. The total running time is $O(n \log n)$. One of the challenges that we face is that a plane graph may have as many as $\Omega(n^2)$ distinct cycles of length 4. Still, we give a surprisingly simple algorithm for solving this problem. The difficulty of the algorithm lies in the analysis — in fact, this analysis is the most technically involved part of this paper.

The second tool is a new data structure that maintains the SPQR-tree [12] of each biconnected component of a planar graph subject to edge deletions and edge contractions, in $O(\log^2 n)$ amortized time per operation. While incremental algorithms for maintaining the SPQR-tree were known for more than two decades [12, 13], to the best of our knowledge no decremental algorithm was previously known.

**Organization of the paper.** The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notation and definitions that we later use. Then, in Section 3 we present a high-level overview of our results. Finally, in Section 4 we give more details of our algorithm for maintaining an SPQR-tree under edge deletions and contractions.

Due to space constraints, the algorithm for detecting cycles of length 4 under contractions, which is a key tool in maintaining an SPQR-tree, is deferred to the full version [27], along with the detailed discussion of how to use the SPQR-trees to maintain information about triconnectivity, and a selections of proofs omitted from Section 4.

## 2 Preliminaries

Throughout the paper we use the term graph to denote an undirected multigraph, that is, we allow the graphs to have parallel edges and self-loops. Formally, each edge $e$ of such a graph is a pair $([u, w], \text{id}(e))$ consisting of a pair of vertices and a unique integer identifier used to distinguish between the parallel edges. For simplicity, in the following we skip the identifier and use just $uw$ to denote one of the edges connecting vertices $u$ and $w$. If the graph contains no parallel edges and no self-loops, we call it simple.

Given a graph $G$, we use $V(G)$ to denote the vertices, and $E(G)$ to denote the edges of $G$. For $e \in E(G)$, we use $G - e$ to denote the graph obtained from $G$ by removing $e$. If $e$ is not a self-loop, we use $G/e$ to denote the graph obtained by contracting $e$. A cycle $C$ of length $|C| = k$ in a graph $G$ is a cyclic sequence of edges $C = e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_k$ where $e_i = u_iu_{i+1}$ for $1 \leq i < k$ and $e_k = u_ku_1$. Note that this definition allows cycles of length 1 (a self-loop) or 2 (a pair of parallel edges). A cycle is simple if $\text{id}(e_i) \neq \text{id}(e_j)$ and $u_i \neq u_j$ for $i \neq j$. We sometimes abuse notation and treat a cycle as a set of edges or a cyclic sequence of vertices.

The components of a graph $G$ are the minimal subgraphs $H \subseteq G$ such that for every edge $uv \in E(G)$, $u \in V(H)$ if and only if $v \in V(H)$. The components of a graph partition the vertices and edges of the graph. A graph $G$ is connected if it consists of a single component.

For a positive integer $k$, a graph is $k$-vertex connected if and only if it is connected, has at least $k$ vertices, and stays connected after removing any set of at most $k - 1$ vertices. The local vertex connectivity of a pair of vertices $u, v$, denoted $\kappa(u, v)$, is the maximal number of internally vertex-disjoint $u, v$-paths. By Menger’s Theorem [46], $G$ is $k$-vertex connected if and only if $\kappa(u, v) \geq k$ for every pair of non-adjacent vertices $u, v$. We say that $u, v$ are (locally) $k$-vertex connected if $\kappa(u, v) \geq k$. We follow the common practice of using biconnected as a synonym for 2-vertex connected and triconnected as a synonym for 3-vertex connected. An articulation point $v$ of $G$ is a vertex whose removal increases the number of
components of $G$. Thus, a graph is biconnected if and only if it is connected and has no articulation points.

The structure of the biconnected components of a connected graph can be described by a tree called the block-cutpoint tree [23, p. 36], or BC-tree for short. This tree has a vertex for each biconnected component (block) and for each articulation point of the graph, and an edge for each pair of a block and an articulation point that belongs to that block.

We recall that a graph $G$ that is biconnected but not triconnected has at least one separation pair, i.e., a pair of vertices that can be removed to disconnect $G$:

▶ Definition 2 (Hopcroft and Tarjan [30, p. 6]). Let $\{a, b\}$ be a pair of vertices in a biconnected multigraph $G$. Suppose the edges of $G$ are divided into equivalence classes $E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_k$, such that two edges which lie on a common path not containing any vertex of $\{a, b\}$ except as an end-point are in the same class. The classes $E_i$ are called the separation classes of $G$ with respect to $\{a, b\}$. If there are at least two separation classes, then $\{a, b\}$ is a separation pair of $G$ unless (i) there are exactly two separation classes, and one class consists of a single edge, or (ii) there are exactly three classes, each consisting of a single edge$^5$.

The notion of the block-cutpoint tree over biconnected components can be generalised to an SPQR-tree over triconnected components as follows:

▶ Definition 3. The SPQR-tree for a biconnected multigraph $G = (V, E)$ with at least 3 edges is a tree with nodes labeled S, P, or R, where each node $x$ has an associated skeleton graph $\Gamma(x)$ with the following properties:
- For every node $x$ in the SPQR-tree, $V(\Gamma(x)) \subseteq V$.
- For every edge $e \in E$ there is a unique node $x$ in the SPQR-tree such that $e \in E(\Gamma(x))$.
- For every edge $(x, y)$ in the SPQR-tree, $V(\Gamma(x)) \cap V(\Gamma(y))$ is a separation pair $\{a, b\}$ in $G$, and there is a virtual edge $ab$ in each of $\Gamma(x)$ and $\Gamma(y)$ that corresponds to $(x, y)$.
- For every node $x$ in the SPQR-tree, every edge in $\Gamma(x)$ is either in $E$ or a virtual edge.
- If $x$ is an S-node, $\Gamma(x)$ is a simple cycle with at least 3 edges.
- If $x$ is a P-node, $\Gamma(x)$ consists of a pair of vertices with at least 3 parallel edges.
- If $x$ is an R-node, $\Gamma(x)$ is a simple triconnected graph.
- No two S-nodes are neighbors, and no two P-nodes are neighbors.

---

$^5$ These two exceptions actually make it easier to state some properties related to separation pairs.
The SPQR-tree for a biconnected graph is unique (see e.g. [12]). The (skeleton graphs associated with) the SPQR-nodes are sometimes referred to as $G$’s triconnected components.

Let $G$ be a plane graph (a planar graph embedded in the plane). For each component $H$ of $G$, let $H^*$ denote the dual graph of $H$, defined as the graph obtained by creating a vertex for each face in the embedding of $H$, and an edge $e^*$ (called the dual edge of $e$), connecting the two (not necessarily distinct) faces that $e$ is incident to. Let $G^*$ denote the graph obtained from $G$ by taking the dual of each component.

Each face $f$ in a plane graph is bounded by a (not necessarily simple) cycle called the face cycle for $f$. We call the length of this cycle the face-degree of $f$. We call any other cycle a separating cycle.

Let $G$ be a connected plane multigraph with at least one edge. Define the set $E^0(G)$ of corners$^6$ of $G$ to be the the set of ordered pairs of (not necessarily distinct) edges $(e_1, e_2)$ such that $e_1$ immediately precedes $e_2$ in the clockwise order around some vertex, denoted $v(e_1, e_2)$. Note that if $(e_1, e_2) \in E^0(G)$, then $(e_2', e_1') \in E^0(G^*)$. We denote by $G^\circ$ the vertex-face graph$^7$ of $G$ (see Figure 2). This is a plane multigraph with vertex set $V(G) \cup V(G^*)$, and an edge between $v(e_1, e_2)$ and $v(e_2', e_1')$ for each corner $(e_1, e_2) \in E^0(G)$. Abusing notation slightly, we can write $G^\circ$ as $= (V(G) \cup V(G^*), E^2(G))$. We use the following well-known facts about the vertex-face graph:

1. $G^\circ$ is bipartite and plane, with a natural embedding given by the embedding of $G$.
2. The vertex-face graphs of $G$ and $G^*$ are the same: $G^\circ = (G^*)^\circ$.
3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the edges of $G$ and the faces of $G^\circ$ (in the natural embedding, each face of $G^\circ$ contains exactly one edge of $G$ interior, see Fig 2).
4. $(G^\circ)^*$(also known as the medial graph) is 4-regular.
5. $G^\circ$ is simple if and only if $G$ is loopless and biconnected (see e.g. [8, Theorem 5(i)]).
6. $G^\circ$ is simple, triconnected and has no separating 4-cycles if and only if $G$ is simple and triconnected (see e.g. [8, Theorem 5(iv)]).

If $v$ is an articulation point in $G$ or has a self-loop, then in any planar embedding of $G$ there is at least one face $f$ whose face cycle contains $v$ at least twice. Any such $f$ is either an articulation point or has a self-loop in $G^*$, and $v$ and $f$ are connected by (at least) two edges in $G^\circ$.

The dynamic operations on $G$ correspond to dynamic operations on $G^*$ and $G^\circ$. Deleting a non-bridge edge $e$ of $G$ corresponds to contracting $e^*$ in $G^*$, that is, $(G-e)^* = G^*/e^*$. Similarly, contracting an edge $e$ corresponds to deleting $e^*$ from the dual, so $(G/e)^* = G^*/e^*$.

---

$^6$ For alternative definitions, see e.g. [28] and [50]. The latter uses angles for what we call corners.

$^7$ A.k.a. the vertex-face incidence graph [7], the angle graph [50], and the radial graph [5].
Finally, deleting a non-bridge edge or contracting an edge corresponds to adding and then immediately contracting an edge across a face of $G^\circ$ (and removing two duplicate edges).

Finally, the useful concept of a separation is well-defined, even for general graphs:

**Definition 4.** Given a graph $G = (V,E)$, a separation of $G$ is a pair of vertex sets $(V',V'')$ such that the induced subgraphs $G' = G[V'], G'' = G[V'']$ contain all edges of $G$, and $V' \setminus V''$ and $V'' \setminus V'$ are both nonempty. A separation is balanced if $\max\{|V'|,|V''|\} \leq \alpha |V|$ for some fixed constant $1/2 \leq \alpha < 1$. If $(V',V'')$ is a separation of $G$, the set $S = V' \cap V''$ is called a separator of $G$. A separator $S$ is small if $|S| = O(\sqrt{|V|})$, and it is a cycle separator if the subgraph of $G$ induced by $S$ is Hamiltonian.

Note that a separation, which is a pair of vertex sets, should not be confused with a separation pair, which is a pair of vertices (see Definition 2).

### 3 Overview of Our Approach

The SPQR-tree naturally reflects the triconnected components of the graph, so it is perhaps not surprising that an SPQR-tree can be augmented to answer pairwise triconnectivity queries in constant time. The challenge is to update the SPQR-tree under decremental updates. For this, we need a way to find all new separation pairs that arise. These separation pairs are related to separating 4-cycles in the vertex-face graph, in which decremental updates correspond to “collapsing” faces, i.e., the addition and immediate contraction of an edge across a face. So, the core of our approach is an algorithm for detecting separating 4-cycles in a particular kind of plane graph subject to valid edge insertions and contractions.

**Detecting separating 4-cycles.** A 4-cycle is a simple cycle of length 4. We say that a 4-cycle in a plane graph $G$ is a face 4-cycle if it is a cycle bounding a face of $G$, and a separating 4-cycle otherwise. There is a one-to-one correspondence between separation pairs in $G$ and separating 4-cycles in the vertex-face graph $G^\circ$. (See [27] for details.)

Since no two parallel edges can lie on the same 4-cycle, and no self-loop can be contained in a 4-cycle, we can assume the input graph is simple. However, when we contract edges, new parallel edges and self-loops may arise. To handle this, we could detect and remove all parallel edges, but it turns out that both the algorithm and the analysis become simpler if we keep (most of) the additional edges, as long as no two parallel edges are consecutive in the circular ordering around both their endpoints. This is captured by the following definition.

**Definition 5.** A plane graph is quasi-simple if the dual of each non-simple component has minimum degree 3. (In [41] these graphs are called semi-strict.)

Roughly speaking, a quasi-simple graph is obtained from a plane multigraph by merging parallel edges that lie next to each other in the circular orderings around both their endpoints.

We build a structure for 4-cycle detection by recursively using balanced separators, and by detecting, for each separator, the cycles that cross the separator. Detecting 4-cycles that cross a separator is not trivial, and our analysis introduces a complicated potential function which reflects how well connected the non-separator vertices are with the separator, that is, how many neighbors on the separator they have. At the same time, we make sure that all the work done can be paid with the decrease in the potential. Our analysis exploits the fact that for a subset of vertices $S$ in quasi-simple planar graph, at most $O(|S|)$ vertices have 4 or more neighbors in $S$. Specifically, this holds when $S$ is the set of separator vertices.

The recursive use of separators can be sketched as follows: Let $S$ be a small balanced separator in $G = (V,E)$ that induces a separation $(V_1,V_2)$, that is, $V_1 \cap V_2 = S$ and...
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Let $G = V_1 \cup V_2 = V$. Moreover, let $n = |V|$. We observe that each 4-cycle is fully contained in $V_1$ or $V_2$, or consists of two paths of length 2 that connect vertices of $S$. This motivates the following recursive approach. We compute a separator $S$ of $O(\sqrt{n})$ vertices and then find all paths of length 2 that connect vertices of $S$. Since the size of $S$ is $O(\sqrt{n})$, there are only $O(n)$ pairs of vertices of $S$, and for each pair of vertices, we can easily check if the two-edge paths connecting them form any separating 4-cycles. It then remains to find the 4-cycles that are fully contained in either $V_1$ or $V_2$, which can be done recursively. Because $S$ is a balanced separator, the recursion has $O(\log n)$ levels.

This algorithm can be made dynamic under contractions and edge insertions that respect the embedding of $G$. Contractions are easy to handle, as they preserve planarity. Moreover, a separator $S$ of a planar graph can be easily updated under contractions. Namely, whenever an edge $uw$ is contracted, the resulting vertex belongs to the separator if and only if any of $u$ and $w$ did. Insertions that preserve planarity, however, are in general harder to accommodate. To handle this we introduce a new type of separators that we call *face-preserving* separators, which (like cycle-separators) always exist when the face-degree is bounded. These are still preserved by contractions, but also ensure that any edge across a face can be inserted.

All in all, there are $O(\log n)$ levels of size $O(n)$ each, where each level handles insertions and contractions in constant time, leading to a total of $O(n \log n)$ time. (See [27] for details.)

**Theorem 6.** Let $G$ be an $n$-vertex connected quasi-simple plane graph with bounded face degree. There exists a data structure that maintains $G$ under contractions and embedding-respecting insertions, and after each update operation reports edges that become members of some separating 4-cycle. It runs in $O(n \log n)$ total time.

### Maintaining SPQR-trees.

The main challenge in maintaining an SPQR-tree is handling the case when an edge within a triconnected component is deleted. First of all, the data structure should be able to detect whether or not the component is still triconnected.

For the skeleton $\Gamma$ of any $R$-node in the SPQR-tree of $G$, we maintain a 4-cycle detection structure for the corresponding vertex-face graph $\Gamma^\circ$. A separating 4-cycle in $\Gamma^\circ$ corresponds to a separation pair in $\Gamma$, which would witness that $\Gamma$ is no longer triconnected. The deletion or contraction of the edge $e$ in the triconnected component $\Gamma$ of $G$ corresponds to collapsing a face in $\Gamma^\circ$ by the insertion and immediate contraction of an edge. By detecting new 4-cycles in $\Gamma^\circ$, we can therefor detect when the corresponding triconnected component falls apart.

However, this is not the only challenge. If $\Gamma$ does indeed cease to be triconnected, the SPQR-tree of $(\Gamma - e)$ (or $(\Gamma/e)$ when doing a contraction) is a path $H$. This is where we need the 4-cycle detection structure to output the edges contained in separating 4-cycles. Those edges correspond to a set of corners $N$ of $G$. We use those corners to guide a search, which identifies the non-largest components of the SPQR-path $H$. More specifically, if a vertex $v$ now belongs to two distinct triconnected components, there are two corners in $N$ that separate the edges incident to $v$ into two groups of edges, each belonging to a distinct triconnected component. We can afford to build a 4-cycle detection structure for $\Gamma^\circ$ for any non-largest triconnected component $\Gamma'$ on the path from scratch. To obtain the data structure representing the largest component, we delete or contract the edges of the smaller components from $\Gamma$, while updating $\Gamma^\circ$. Since an edge only becomes part of a structure built from scratch when its triconnected component size has been halved, this happens only $O(\log n)$ times per edge. Since the time spent on building 4-cycle detection structures is $O(\log n)$ per contributing edge, the total time becomes $O(n \log^2 n)$.

Finally, since no two $S$-nodes can be neighbors and no two $P$-nodes can be neighbors, some $S$- or $P$-nodes in $H$ may have to be merged with their (at most 2) neighbors of the
same type outside $H$. To handle this step efficiently, we keep the SPQR-tree rooted in an arbitrary node. While merging the skeleton graphs of two $S$- or $P$-nodes can be done in constant time, it is more costly to update the parent pointers in the children of the merged nodes. Hence, we move the children of the node with fewer children to the other node. This way, each node changes parent at most $O(\log n)$ times before it is deleted or split. The total number of distinct SPQR-nodes that exist throughout the lifetime of the data structure is $O(n)$, so the total time used for maintaining the parent pointers is $O(n \log n)$.

Since SPQR-trees are only defined for biconnected graphs, another challenge is to maintain SPQR-trees for each biconnected component, even as the decremental update operations cause the biconnected components to fall apart. We thus maintain also the BC-tree of the graph (see Section 2). If the BC-tree is rooted arbitrarily at any block, each non-root block has a unique articulation point separating it from its parent.

To handle updates, we notice that the SPQR-tree points to the fragile places where the graph is about to cease to be biconnected: An edge deletion in an $S$-node will break up a block in the BC-tree into a path, and an edge contraction in a $P$-node breaks a block in the BC-tree into a star. Upon such an update, we remove the aforementioned $S$- or $P$-node from the SPQR-tree, breaking it up into an SPQR-forest. Each tree corresponds to a new block in the BC-tree. They form a path (or a star), and the ordering along the path, as well as the articulation points, can be read directly from the SPQR-tree. (See Section 4 for details.)

On the other hand, in order to even know which SPQR-tree to modify during an update, we can search in the BC-tree for the right SPQR-structure in which to perform the operation.

### Bi- and triconnectivity

Finally, we use SPQR-trees to facilitate triconnectivity queries. First of all, vertices need to be biconnected in order to be triconnected. In the rooted BC-tree, assign each vertex to its root-nearest block. It is enough that each vertex knows the name of its block, and each block knows the vertex separating it from its parent. Then, any two vertices are biconnected if and only if they either have the same block, or one is the unique vertex separating the block of the other from its parent.

For triconnectivity, the maintained information, as well as the query handling, is similar, using the SPQR-tree in place of the BC-tree. Namely: each non-root node in the SPQR-tree stores the *virtual edge* (see Definition 3) that separates it from its parent. Each vertex knows the root-nearest node containing it, and, if this is an $S$-node, its at most two children containing the vertex.

The main challenge is to handle updates. Note that the change to the SPQR-tree may involve both the split and merge of nodes. In particular, we have one split and up to several merges when a triconnected component falls apart into an SPQR-path. However, upon a merge, we can afford to update the information regarding vertices in the non-largest components, costing only an additive $\log n$ to the amortized running time. Similarly, upon a split, we update any information that relates to vertices in the non-largest components only.

The total running time is thus $O(n \log n + f(n))$, where $f(n)$ is the running time for maintaining the SPQR-tree. (See [27] for details.)

**Theorem 1.** There is a data structure that can be initialized on a planar graph $G$ on $n$ vertices and $O(n)$ edges in $O(n \log n)$ time, and support any sequence of $\Omega(n)$ edge deletions or contractions in total time $O(n \log^2 n)$, while supporting queries to pairwise triconnectivity in worst-case constant time per query.
#### Algorithm 1 Removing an edge $e$ from a $P$-node $x$ of $T$.

1: function \textsc{removeP}($e, x, T$)
2: remove $e$ from $\Gamma(x)$
3: if $\Gamma(x)$ has two edges then
4: if $\Gamma(x)$ has no virtual edges then
5: delete $T$
6: else if $\Gamma(x)$ has one virtual edge then
7: $y :=$ the only neighbor of $x$
8: $e_x :=$ the virtual edge in $\Gamma(y)$ corresponding to $x$
9: replace $e_x$ by the non-virtual edge of $\Gamma(x)$
10: remove $x$ from $T$
11: else if $\Gamma(x)$ has two virtual edges then
12: \{$y,z\} :=$ neighbors of $x$ in $T$
13: remove $x$ from $T$, making $y$ and $z$ neighbors in $T$
14: if $y$ and $z$ are $S$-nodes then
15: merge $y$ and $z$ into one node

---

### 4 Decremental SPQR-trees

In this section, we use the data structure of Theorem 6 to maintain an SPQR-tree (see Definition 3) for each biconnected component of $G$ with at least 3 edges under arbitrary edge deletions and contractions. We start with some useful facts.

- **Lemma 7.** Let $G$ be a biconnected graph. If a 4-cycle $C = (v_1, f_1, v_2, f_2)$ in $G^*$ is a separating cycle, then $v_1, v_2$ is a separation pair of $G$ and $f_1, f_2$ is a separation pair of $G^*$.

- **Lemma 8.** Let $G$ be a loopless biconnected plane graph and $u, w$ be a separation pair in $G$. Consider the set of edges $E_x$ incident to $x \in \{u,w\}$. Then, the edges of $E_x$ belonging to each separation class of $u,w$ are consecutive in the circular ordering around both $u$ and $w$.

- **Lemma 9.** Let $G$ be a triconnected plane graph and $e = uw \in E(G)$. Assume that $G - e$ is not triconnected. Then, the SPQR-tree of $G - e$ is a path $H$ (we call it an SPQR-path). Moreover, given all edges that lie on 4-cycles in $(G - e)^*$, we can compute all nodes of $H$ (i.e., their skeleton graphs) except for the largest one in time that is linear in their size.

For a planar graph, there is a nice duality, as proven by Angelini et al. [4, Lemma 1]. Define the dual SPQR-tree as the tree obtained from the SPQR-tree by interchanging $S$- and $P$-nodes, and taking the dual of the skeletons.

- **Lemma 10 (Angelini et al [4]).** The SPQR-tree of $G^*$ is the dual SPQR-tree of $G$.

Let $G$ be a connected plane graph. Since $(G^*)^*$ is 4-regular, $G^*$ is quasi-simple and has bounded face-degree. Furthermore, any edge deletion or contraction in $G$ that leaves $G$ connected, corresponds to an edge insertion and immediate contraction in $G^*$. Thus by Theorem 6 we can maintain a data structure for $G$ under connectivity-preserving edge deletions and contractions, that after each update operation reports the corners that become part of a separating 4-cycle in $G^*$.

In the algorithm we maintain one SPQR-tree for each biconnected component with at least 3 edges. We now describe how these trees are updated upon edge deletions. The procedures, depending on the type of the SPQR-tree node are given as Algorithms 1, 2 and 3. Note that the lines 4 and 5 in Algorithm 2 only introduce notation, that is the values of the variables are not computed. (See [27] for a proof of correctness.)
Algorithm 2 Removing an edge $e$ from an R-node $x$ of $T$.

1: function REMOVE($e, x, T$)
2: remove $e$ from $\Gamma(x)$
3: if $\Gamma(x)$ has a separation pair then
4: $X' :=$ SPQR-path representing $\Gamma(x)$
5: $x_{big} :=$ the node of $X'$ st. $\Gamma(x_{big})$ has the most edges
6: compute all nodes of $X' \setminus x_{big}$
7: remove and contract edges of $\Gamma(x)$ to obtain $\Gamma(x_{big})$
8: replace $x$ in $T$ by $X'$ (connect each child of $x$ to the correct node of $X'$)
9: for each S- or P-node $z \in X'$ do
10: for each neighbor $z' \notin X'$ do
11: if $z, z'$ are same type then
12: merge $z$ with $z'$

Algorithm 3 Removing an edge $e$ from an S-node $x$ of $T$.

1: function REMOVE($e, x, T$)
2: remove $e$ from $\Gamma(x)$
3: remove $x$ from $T$
4: for each edge $e'$ in $\Gamma(x)$ do
5: Make a new BC-node $z$
6: if $e'$ is a virtual edge then
7: $y :=$ neighbor of $x$ in $T$ corresponding to $e'$
8: Make the tree containing $y$ the SPQR-tree for the new BC-node
9: if $y$ is a P-node then
10: removeP($y, e', T$)
11: else
12: removeR($y, e'; T$)

We can now prove the main theorem of this section. Note that, as in the block-cutpoint tree, we root each SPQR-tree in an arbitrary vertex.

**Theorem 11.** There is a data structure that can be initialized on a simple planar graph $G$ on $n$ vertices in $O(n \log n)$ time, and supports any sequence of edge deletions or contractions in total time $O(n \log^2 n)$, while maintaining an explicit representation of a rooted SPQR-tree for each biconnected component with at least 3 edges, including all the skeleton graphs for the triconnected components. Moreover, during updates, the total number of times a node of an SPQR-tree changes its parent is $O(n \log n)$.

**Proof.** We first partition the graph into biconnected components, and, as sketched in Section 3, maintain the block-cutpoint tree explicitly. Thus, given two vertices $u, v$, we can in $O(1)$ time access the biconnected component containing both of them, along with its auxiliary data. Now, for each biconnected component $C_i$, we compute the SPQR-tree $T_i$. This can be done in linear time due to [22]. We also root each SPQR-tree in an arbitrary node, and keep the trees rooted as they are updated.

For each node $x$ of $T$ we maintain the graph $\Gamma(x)$. Each virtual edge of $\Gamma(x)$ has a pointer to the neighbor of $x$ it represents. Moreover, for each R-node $r$, we keep a data structure of Theorem 6 for detecting separating 4-cycles in the vertex-face graph $(\Gamma(r))^\circ$. By Lemma 7, any separating 4-cycle in $(\Gamma(r))^\circ$ corresponds to a separation pair in $\Gamma(r)$. Since $r$ is an R-node, there are no separating 4-cycles to begin with, but some may appear after an update.

Since the total size of the R-components is $n$, it follows from Theorem 6 that the entire construction time is $O(n \log n)$.

**Deletion.** When an edge $e$ is removed we find the node $x$ of the SPQR-tree, such that $e$ is a non-virtual edge in $x$. Then, we proceed according to Algorithms 1, 2 and 3.

Whenever an edge $fg$ is deleted from an R-node $r$, we update the corresponding 4-cycle detection structure for $(\Gamma(r))^\circ$. We first insert the dual edge $(fg)^*$ in the vertex-face graph, and then contract along that edge. This allows us to detect whether $\Gamma(r)$ has any separation pairs after each edge deletion.
Let us now analyze the running time. When processing an edge deletion, the following changes can take place in a SPQR-tree (all other changes can be handled in $O(1)$ time):

- an R-node is split into multiple nodes,
- two P-nodes or S-nodes are merged,
- an S- or P-node is deleted.

Note, a P- or S-node can never get split. So, though each edge may at first belong to nodes that are split, once it becomes a part of a P- or S-node, its node only participates in merges.

When two S- or P-nodes are merged, we can merge their skeleton graphs in constant time. These skeleton graphs have only two common nodes, and their lists of adjacent edges can be merged in constant time thanks to Lemma 8. When nodes are merged, we also have to update the parent pointers of their children. To bound the number of these updates, we merge the node with fewer children into the node with more. Thus, the number of parent updates caused by these merges is $O(n \log n)$, and so is the impact on the running time.

A similar analysis applies to the case when an R-node $r$ is split into an SPQR-path. By Lemma 9, we can compute all but the largest node of the SPQR-path in linear time. Since the size of the skeleton graph in each of these nodes is at most half the size of $\Gamma(r)$, each edge takes part in this computation at most $O(\log n)$ times. For every new R-nodes, we also initialize their associated data structures for detecting 4-cycles. We charge the running time of each data structure to this initialization. From Theorem 6 we get that recomputing all the nodes and data structures takes $O(n \log^2 n)$ total time.

Taking care of the largest component of the SPQR-path is even easier, as we can simply reuse the skeleton graph of $r$ and its associated data structure for detecting 4-cycles. To update the skeleton graph, we use the following lemma.

**Lemma 12.** If $G$ is triconnected, $e \in E(G)$, and $x$ is an R-node in the SPQR-tree for $G - e$, then there exists a sequence of $|E(G)| - |E(\Gamma(x))|$ edge deletions and contractions that transform $G - e$ into $\Gamma(x)$ while keeping the graph connected at all times.

After an R-node $r$ is split into a SPQR-path $H$ we also need to update the parent pointers in the children of $r$. However, the number of children to update is at most the number of edges in the non-largest components of the SPQR-path. As we have argued, the total number of such edges across all deletions is $O(n \log n)$.

**Contraction.** The contraction of an edge of the plane graph $G$ corresponds to the deletion of an edge of its dual graph, $G^*$. By Lemma 10, the SPQR-tree of $G^*$ is the dual SPQR-tree of $G$. Thus, if the edge was in a P-node of the SPQR-tree, its contraction is handled like the deletion of an edge in a S-node, and vice versa.

If the contracted edge $e$ belongs to an R-node, that R node may expand to a path in the SPQR-tree (because deletion in $G^*$ may expand an R-node into a path). In the vertex-face graph, we may find all edges participating in new separating 4-cycles, corresponding to separating corners of the graph. To find the new components, we simply apply Lemma 9 to the dual graph and proceed analogously to a deletion.
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